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*ote Sensirg Key:

1. (6 points- 3

for each pun) wh"o does active and passive sensing occur?
Passive sensing, senses naturally available rad"iation to create a picture.
It does not need to use energy to produce radiation,
but it is dependent on the outside radiation's existence. If there is liule
or no outside radiation, the satellite cannot nrnction
well.
Activi: sensing occurs when the satellite produces radiation on its own, and then
senses the backscatter. This is usefi.rl since it
does not dependon outside radiation, but it uses up .o".ry more quickly.
Examples of active sensors are a laser fluorosensor
and synthetic aperhre radar (SAR).
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wnat is a blackbody and what happens when a blackbody is at a trniform temperatre?

Answer: An object that absorbs all radiation falling on i! at all wavelengths, is
called a black body. When a black body is at
a uniform temperature, its emission has a characteristic frequency
distribution that depends on the temperature. (6 points: I for
each part)
*i'{l1,p65xl6.u'6,5LExplain what each acron]rn stands for and'what it
does:

RADAR: short for Radio Detection and Ranging. It hansmits radio waves, which are
scattered and reflected when they come
into contact with something. They can pass through water droplets and
are generally used with active remote sensing systems.
Radar is good for locating objects and measuring elevation.

LrDAR:

short for Light Detection and Ranging.

TM: stands for Thematic Mapper. It was
along a ground track.

ETM+:

It is similar to RADAR but uses laser pulses instead of radio waves.

introduced in the Landsat program and involves seven image data bands that
scan

stands for Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus. It replaced the

TM sensor on Landsat 7. Unlike TM, it has eight bands.

MSS: stands for Multispectral Scanner. It was introduced in the Landsat program
also, and each band responds to a different
type of radiation, thus the name ..multispectral,,.

MoDrs: stands for Moderate-resolution Imagrng spectroradiometer. It is on the Terra and
Aqua satellites. It measures cloud
properties and radiative energy flux.
GERES: stands for clouds and the Earth's Radiant Energy System. It is on
the Terra and Aqua satellites. It measures
broadband radiative eneiglz flux.
SeawiFS (sea-viewing wide-Field-of view sensor): Eight spectral
bands of very narrow wavelength ranges, monitors ocean
primary production and phytoplankton ptocesses; ocean influenees
on climate pro."rr", (heat storage and aerosol formation),
4. (a points) What is Albedo?
Albedo is a very important way remote sensing is used to detect climate
changes. Albedo is how much a substance reflects
light from the sun' This is usefi.rl when determining Earth's energy balance
and how much energy and heat the ground absorbs.
Since ice and snow are very reflective and have high albedos, the presence
of them i. i.portur'i since it keeps the Earth from
getting too wann. As albedo decreases, the Earth absorbs more
energy and warms up.

S(jpoi*s- I,ppiiiteaqn;- Lidar uses ulhaviole.t, {isib!e, or near infrared light to image objects"

light

Answer: ultraviolet, visible, or near infrared
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$W,nV was

EVI

,

created?

i
EVI, or the Enhanced Vegetation Index, was created to improve offof NDVI and eliminate some of its er:ors. It has an
irrproved sensitivity to regions high in biomass and its elimination of canopy background.
7- (4 pgintsl'Which type of radiometer can be used by both principles and among multiple wavelengths?

A. Microwave Radiometer
B. Crooks Radiometer
C. Nichols Radiometer
D. MEMS Radiometer
E. MSME Radiometer
Answer: D
8;'g+61,*tiX What is achromatic vision?
Answer: Achromatic vision- The perceptionby the human eye of changes in brighmess, often used to describe the perception
of monochrome or black and white scenes.

9a (4boft6) What are'thehain gases along with their conffibution to greenhouse effect?
A. Water-Vap or 5!20o/o,Ozone 3-Ayo,Methane 25i49Yo;,Carbon Dioxide 40-65%
B. Water-Vapor 2540Yo, Ozone 34o/o,Methane 5-Z}Yo,Carbon Dioxide 40-65%
C. Nitrogen Oxide 2-sYo,Ozone 5-6%, Methane 254}Yo,Carbon Dioxide 40-65%
D. Water-Vapor 3G70Yo, Ozone 3-702, Methane +gyo, Carbon Dioxide 9-26%
E. Water-Vapor 3G7Oyo, Ozone 3-l9/o, Methane 4-l2o/q Carbon Dioxide g-28%
Answer: D
9b. (3 pts) *Irnportant part ofthe water cycle; ocean-to-land afinospheric vapor ffansport balances land-to-ocean runoff.
* The most important greenhouse gas: water vapor-ternperature feedback.
* Water vapor condenses to form clouds, thus clouds-*adiation feedback Clouds release rainfall, reflect
solar radiation, and
reduce the infrared radiation emitted by Earth.

-I-$i(3@, ts),.. A passive sensor detects light reflected or hansmitted from which of the following sources?
A. The sun
B. Cities (i.e. electric lights, etc.)
C. Itself
D. (a) and (b)
'
E.

All of the above

Answer:

D

tiiii
A. TM
B. ETM+
C. HM
D. MSS
E. RAR

Answer:'C

i

Which is not an inskument used in remote sensing?

should have the, following on their answer sheets:
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*Award full credit for the second step if the correct
values are identified for variables but the wrong equation is used.

NIR:0-37
REDNIS :0.16
BLUE:0.11

,i3::rttl.:iiiffiWhich result is likely to be the most accurate, NDVI or EVI?
Answer: EVI
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sultur aerosols:

A. can result in global'dirnming
B. can result in global cooling

c. are only released
D.AandBonly
E.BandCorly

into the atrnosphere in large quantities by humans

Answer: D

fijt+'idqts) Black

carbon is an aerosol that can:

A. decrease the albedo of the atrrosphere
B. decrease the albedo of ice
C. result in surface cooling

D.AandConly
E. All of the above
Answer: E.
,lei,,t+:,?ffiiBfiThe A-Train is a system of sitellites in
what type of orbit?

A. Srm-synchronous
B. Geoslmchronous

i

C. Geostationary
D. High Earth
E. The A-Train is no longer in orbit

i

Answer: A

tz. 1l pgi4t.s: t

ro.r e-a

fiiffiH,o:

Name the satelrites in the A-Train that are active:

Aqua, CloudSa! CALIPSO, andAura
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energy and lornposition of u

an oU3Jct with a higher densitll a larger surface area facing perpendicular to the ,uOrr\
*ol" refleltive *ut.riuii,
lativiy more backscattered energy to the radar set.

\

Answer: Higher Density, Surface Area, and Reflective

19. (3 poitrts) What detects solar radiation reflected or scattered from the earth, forming images resembling photograpbs taken
by a camera high up in space?

Answer: Optical Sensors

20.

(

pointstach) Describe Wien's law?

Answer: Wien's displacement law states that the black body radiation curves for different temperatures peaks at a wavelength
inversely proportional to the temperature.
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each):What is beam attenuation and how does it occur?

Answer: Attenuation is the reduction of the intensity of an x-ray beam as it traverses matter. The reduction may be caused by
absorption or by deflection (scatter) ofphotons from the beam and can be affected by different factors such as beam energy and
atomic number of the absorber.

?2rffii*$Uffi-ilii€$,

What types of

*rr.,

are used by active and passive sensors?

Answer:
Passive seffiors use microwaves
Active Sensors use radio waves
23. (3 pts)

A and E, mark inconect if missing one

or both.

2a. (5 pts) Troposphere: Contains 80% of Earth's gases, Most of Earth's weather occurs, Most of the measurements is available
Stratosphere:,Contains 19.9/o of Earth's gases, Ozone layer: Blocking Srm's ultraviolet radiation

